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Estimating 26.03-13 

In the Estimating module, when you view the pricing results for an estimate, the system displays the 

overall sell markup amount for the estimate quantity based on the overall sell markup percentage. 

 

 26.03-8 

In the Estimating module, when you create an estimate quote letter (quote-letter.rpt), the system 

creates categories that can include print functionality if there are quote letter lines within the category 

to print. You enable the print functionality on the Quote Letter Type Detail page, and you can also 

include a blank line to print on the letter if the line type is "Text." 

 

Inventory 26.03-164 

In the Inventory module, the system no longer includes the (unnecessary) UOM field on the Inventory 

Bin Detail page. 
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JDF 26.03-9 

In the JDF module, all JDF fold types now appear in the drop-down list of the JDF Type field on the Fold 

Pattern Detail page. 

 26.03-80 

In the JDF module, EFI Pace now reviews job types and statuses when validating and submitting job part 

JMF results so that it can generate a successful JDF if a single order contains both printing and finished 

good job parts. Likewise, the system can also generate a JDF if a specific job part production status is 

Cancelled. 

Purchasing 26.03-45 

In the Purchasing module, the system now displays additional paper information on the Auto-Create 

Purchase Order List page, including the buy size of a material, brand and basis weight.

 

Documentation 26.03-1 

The Online Help system includes updates to the following guides: 

- Customization Toolkit Setup 

- Estimating Usage 

- Inventory Setup 

- PaceStation Usage 


